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O

bese children, tainted burgers, vending machines filled with “junk”
food, and the prevalence of pre-packaged, high-fat “carnival fare”
school lunches have been a major subject of debate in highly
developed countries in recent years. In developing and economically
constrained countries, on the other hand, distributions of fortified biscuits,
micronutrient supplements, in-school rations, take-home rations of cooking oil
or grain, and deworming have been of equal concern. Still, in both developed
and developing contexts, the two concerns co-exist: fighting obesity and
hunger simultaneously. Opinions and reform movements have been diverse,
and the debates have been heated. Anti-hunger advocates have fought those
who believe “handouts” breed dependence and laziness. Advocates for more
organic, healthy fare have been lambasted by conservative pundits as “food
police” with elitist aims. Food manufacturing corporations have fought to
preserve their public image while health promoters, animal activists, antiobesity campaigners and small-scale farmers have sought to expose those
corporations’ supposed excesses. We can thus see that how and what food
students are fed, when and where, and—too often—whether students are fed at
all are cultural, social, religious, economic, and ideological issues with
dramatic impact on schools’ manifest mission: educating children. In short,
school food is political.
“School food politics,” the foundation of our title and the collection’s focus, is a striking, almost discordant phrase. It juxtaposes something many educationalists rarely think of—school food—with something most live every day
and take quite seriously—politics. Until now, most educators and researchers
of education have overlooked school food and its politics, yet increasingly the
political conflicts and settlements around school food are hard to ignore, and
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the consequences (both real and feared) are hard to accept. This book seeks to
unpack the important juxtaposition of school food and politics, giving examples from all over the world of people and groups who confront the challenges
and wage the debates provoked by providing food at school.
The essays in School Food Politics: The Complex Ecology of Hunger and Feeding
in Schools Around the World explore the intersections of food provision in
schools and politics on all six of the inhabited continents of the world. Including electoral fights over universally free school meals in Korea, nutritional reforms to school dinners in England and canteens in Australia, teachers’ and
doctors’ work on school feeding in Argentina, and more, the chapters in the
first section provide key illustrations of the many contexts that have witnessed
the deep, intense struggles over defining which children will eat, why, what
and how they are served, and who will pay for and prepare it. The second section, then, focuses on reformers from their own perspectives. From the farmto-school program in Burlington, Vermont, to efforts to apply principals of
critical pedagogy in both cooking programs for urban teens and in animal
rights curriculum, these chapters shift our attention to possibilities and hope
for a different future for school food, one that is friendlier to students, “lunch
ladies,” society, other creatures, and the planet.
Before providing an overview of the individual chapters, let us first outline
the perspectives that guide the entire collection. Each chapter coheres with the
others because all are built around the notions that school food is a part of a
larger food politics and that understanding this politics and solving its challenges requires thinking about school food as a complexly interrelated ecology.
Food Politics
Just what do we mean when we refer to “food politics” (ignoring for now the
“school” part of the titular phrase)? We rely to a large extent on Paarlberg’s
(2010) definition:
The struggle over how the losses and gains from state action are allocated in the food
and farming sector is what we shall call food politics. The distinctive feature is not
simply social contestation about food but the potential engagement of state authority.
If you and I disagree over the wisdom of eating junk food, that is not food politics. If
you and your allies organize and take political action to impose (or block) new
government regulations on junk food...that is food politics. (p. 2; italics original)

Pointing to the involvement of the state (at whatever level) is a key
understanding about school food politics, as well. It’s not just “contestation”
that provokes the concern and ire over school food, though there certainly is
much contestation. Rather, school food politics is fiercely fought over because
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it involves the state and the real and symbolic violence (Bourdieu & Passeron,
1990) that the state can wield.
Think of it this way: no one gets very upset that children eat at school (excepting, of course, rules against gum or against having soft drinks around carpets
and computers). Instead, it is where food comes from, when and what children
eat, how much it costs, and why things are the way they are that creates problems
(see Sandler’s chapter in this volume). These are all questions of politics because
a state institution, the school, is ultimately making these determinations.
While the state is indeed intimately involved in nearly every aspect of food
policy, it is insufficient to focus only on the nation-state’s mediation of food
choices and provision. As Lien and Nerlich argue in the introduction to their
volume The Politics of Food (2004), the complexities of the food system require
“that our notion of the politics of food is expanded to the fields and arenas
not traditionally thought of as ‘political’” (p. 2), that is, beyond what political
institutions do. The contributors to this volume take up this expansion of
fields and arenas.
First, to expand our vision of food politics, we see the politics of food as a
transnational issue, influenced by organizations “above” the authority of any
one nation-state. This includes both organizations that are nominally political,
like the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), and those
that are privately operated, like major international corporations (Monsanto,
ADM, Cargill, McDonald’s, Coca-Cola, etc.). Such extra-governmental organizations are not beholden to the normal democratic processes (what we would
normally think of as “politics”) that nation-states or even local governments
are, and the invisible hand of the market is no substitute for true democracy.
If Monsanto succeeds in eliminating all but its own genetically modified seeds
from the market (Patel, 2007), for example, it hardly matters what any one
country’s government has to say, much less what a neighborhood school food
reform group wants. Yet this is still food politics.
Second, we also see the politics of food as a local, interactional issue, operating “below” the level of the state. If we conceive of the resources of power as
multiple—as economic, symbolic, and cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1977) alongside resources of literal violence—then it is easier to see that the state does not
have a monopoly on “politics.” In other words, individuals acting outside of
state control are also involved in “the distribution of social goods”—Gee’s
(2005) definition of politics—because they can wield various forms of capital
and change how things are done regardless of what the state says. Large-scale
philanthropy by Bill Gates and others provides a good example; a grant from
the Gates Foundation (e.g., Shear et al., 2008) can in some cases shape state
policy in far more profound ways than local activism, giving Bill Gates’s priori-
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ties an advantage over public priorities because of his economic capital. Even
at a local level, though, in any neighborhood or community, particular actors
have more connections, more money, and hegemonic positions (based on local politics of race, class, gender, sexuality, religion, and much more), and—
often regardless of the state—can influence what kids learn or eat at school.
Consider four simple anecdotes:
1. When I (Marcus) was in elementary school in the South Carolina suburbs of
the 1970s, it was already uncool to eat the school lunch. Instead, if your
mom really loved you—according to the six- or seven-year-old kid logic holding sway—she would pack you a lunch. And not just any packed-lunch peanut
butter and jelly sandwich would do; the more well-off kids with mothers who
were, as the advertising said, “choosy” (and who, again, loved them) ate only
JIF brand peanut butter on white bread. My mom, who always worked full
time when I was a child, on the rare occasions that she would make me a
sack lunch, always used generic brand on wheat bread instead. It was sad to
realize that my mom didn’t “love” me and that we were too poor to buy JIF.
2. While observing a history class in a working poor neighborhood in Metropolitan Buenos Aires, the maintenance staff entered to distribute sandwiches and juice boxes to all students. Some ate immediately. Some hid
the sandwich away in their bag or desk. Still others refused it, and the staff
member just left it on the desk in front of them. “See that? Did you see
that?” the teacher asked me (Sarah). “They are so proud they will not even
accept free food even though they need to eat.”
3. Kids at Mamelodi Primary School in a township just outside of Pretoria,
South Africa, have a universal school meal provided under the National
School Nutrition Program (NSNP), the “universal” meaning that everyone, regardless of their income, can eat. They don’t have to have tickets or
provide any income proof; the children just go and eat. The food is extremely basic, usually some variant of a porridge made from corn. The
food is made in a brick shelter on what looks like huge camp stoves in five
gallon steel pots by women who earn about 700 rand per month (about
US$91) for doing this heavy labor five days a week. The school’s uniformed children have their brightly colored, round plastic plates piled
with the food, they eat out in the courtyard with no chairs in sight, and
then they wash their own plates in a tub of increasingly gray water and
disappearing suds. Leftovers are given to the poorest children to take
home for their families; this, one deputy principal told me (Marcus), keeps
some of these kids coming to school rather than hanging out in the
streets. Though most did, not all the kids were eating the feeding scheme
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food. Others brought lunch boxes from home instead, which they told me
often include sandwiches or hot dogs. Though the deputy principal told
me that there is no stigma for the children who eat the free lunches, when
we went to one of the seventh grade classes and asked about lunch boxes,
I got the strong impression that it was far better—more prestigious—to
bring a lunch from home. Those who intimated this, though, looked
sheepish and smiled slyly, as if embarrassed. This chagrin was not surprising: with such poverty all around, it would seem cruel of them to suggest
in front of their peers that eating the school food was a bad thing.
4. As a high school student in the 1980s who was eligible for reduced price
meals, I (Sarah) recall the lunch ladies cautiously hiding that I only paid a
dime. They never asked me for the set fee and they quickly popped open
and closed the register to clear the ringed total. They were seemingly more
aware than I of the potential stigma of paying less. My family had moved
from a poor urban district where the vast majority of students paid low or
no fee to a wealthier suburb where a small percentage of students did. I
just wanted the food; I had to be smart about eating when I could for as
cheaply as possible.
These vignettes illustrate just some of the local complexities of school
lunch. In all of them we see school food politics played out within the local,
sociopolitical lives of children, where they suture together issues of gender
(mothers’ roles in preparing food or “lunch ladies” providing it), class (who
can afford sack lunches or particular brand names and who could just avoid
eating), and wanting acceptance through food (see also Ludvigsen & Scott,
2009), sometimes mediated through the corporate advertising that supported
these notions or through the norms of the communities students are situated
within. In the second and third vignettes, we find contrasts with “Western”
ideas of school food, including of course the menu and lack of choice. Yet we
also see familiar issues about labor and gender (who does the work of feeding
kids and how much are they are paid); national policies (South Africa has few
“charity” policies outside of the NSNP and they don’t do “means testing” like
so many countries); and particularly issues of poverty and hunger (a battle
waged every day among their friends and neighbors) amidst emerging class
politics as more post-apartheid black South Africans begin reaching the middle
class or, in the case of Argentina, where more and more families fall below the
middle class and working class in the wake of fiscal crisis. All of these issues
are part and parcel of why school food is so political, why it is a battleground
in the distribution of social goods and prestige by competing members of society. In some cases this directly involves the state, but in many ways it does not.
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This is what we mean when we refer to food politics, then: the combined
working of the state alongside the local and transnational influences on a particular context for the growing, manufacturing, distribution, instruction
about, and consumption of food. When we apply this definition to schools,
particularly, we find that school food is a political topic par excellence. Because
it involves children—and all children eat, no matter their “track,” disability,
gender, age, or other ways we sort them—the stakes are high for school feeding.
Moreover, food is a very personal issue. On a physical level, food impacts children’s bodies. On a cultural level, it impacts children’s minds and spiritual
lives. If one takes to heart Brillat-Savarin’s oft-quoted adage “Tell me what you
eat and I will tell you what you are,” it is no wonder parents, students, educators, and communities fight so hard over whether and what their children are
fed; food is a direct link to what their children are and will be.
The Policy Ecologies of School Food
School food is complicated and, as we have argued, it is deeply political on
every level. Still, to most people, school feeding seems simple enough: you hire
some workers, buy some food, cook it, and serve it to kids. This happens most
days of the year in hundreds of thousands of schools around the world. When
you dig deeper, though, you find that each stage of the process, from growing
the food to spooning it onto a child’s plate, is part of a vast, complex, political
ecology involving hundreds of millions of individual actors worldwide who
have varied and often competing interests and desires.
To better understand such complex interconnections that make school
food so political and thus so hard to reform, the contributors to School Food
Politics have all used—with varying degrees of explicitness—a framework of policy as an ecology (Weaver-Hightower, 2008). Based on a metaphor of ecosystems in nature, a “policy ecology”
centers on a particular policy or related group of policies, both as texts and as
discourses, situated within the environment of their creation and implementation. In
other words, a policy ecology consists of the policy itself along with all of the texts,
histories, people, places, groups, traditions, economic and political conditions,
institutions, and relationships that affect it or that it affects. Every contextual factor
and person contributing to or influenced by a policy in any capacity, both before and
after its creation and implementation, is part of a complex ecology. (p. 155)

To analyze a policy ecology in this way requires, first, treating as policy both
those texts that are explicitly called policy as well as those texts that act in the
capacity of policy, even when they officially are “just” reports, traditions, or
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even verbal edicts. Second, the analyst then explores the actors, relationships,
environments and structures, and processes of which an ecology is comprised.
The actors are all those who fill the varied roles necessary to maintain the
ecology, and many actors perform multiple roles (a cafeteria worker can also be
a parent and a reform activist, for example). Of course, as noted earlier, certain actors have more capital—more power—than others to effect change, and
identifying and analyzing these actors is a key task of a policy ecology analysis.
The relationships in an ecology fall into four basic types: competition, cooperation, predation, and symbiosis. In other words, actors can, respectively, work
against one another, with one another, for the destruction of the other, or off
one another. Understanding these relationships helps define the tenor of the
channels of power in an ecology and can show the social resources particular
groups have or the barriers they are up against in their fights for reform.
The environments and structures of an ecology similarly define the resources
and barriers for actors and their relationships. These include the ecology’s (a)
boundaries, or limits within which the actors work and the policies apply; (b)
extant conditions, or the natural and human socio-cultural environment at the
time of analysis; (c) pressures toward change; (d) inputs like money, time, materials, technology, and so on; (e) amounts and rates of consumption of those resources; (f) niches and roles that actors can take up; (g) adaptive decentralization,
or the lack of centralized control—be it the state or otherwise—over the ecology;
and (h) agency, the ability to act within and potentially change the ecology. All
of these environments and structures shape what already exists—the status
quo—and what is possible for reforms.
Finally, the processes in an ecology are the dynamics that occur as time unfolds and conditions change. These processes include the emergence of new
ecologies, the entropy or breakdown of extant ecologies, adaptation to altered
conditions, conversion to a dramatically different form, the fragmentation or
splitting of an ecology into multiple ecologies, the succession or replacement of
an ecology by a new one, conservation of resources, anticipation of changes, and
the creation of redundancy in roles. Because policy ecologies are never stable or
fixed, but instead are always in flux, analysts must track such processes to understand why some actors succeed and others do less well.
To illustrate how we might understand school food with this ecological
metaphor, consider Figure 1. This represents one possible ecology, modeled on
a school in the U.S. state of North Dakota. (Each ecology could be similarly illustrated, and some overlaps would be present across all such illustrations given
the transnational nature of food policy.) On the left side of the bottom half of
the figure, there is a box representing the local food ecology. The “policy” in
question here is the lunch being served—the tray in the middle of the smaller
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dotted-line box—in one school or district (which in North Dakota can be one
and the same). A number of actors have to engage in cooperative relationships
to make the local system work, including the administrators, nutrition directors,
and cafeteria staff that run the food program. Parents, teachers, and students
participate through consuming the meals, paying for them, and, in some cases,
giving direction for what they would like the programs to serve.

Figure 1. An example school food policy ecology.
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Outside of this ultra-local context are yet more actors and relationships—
lines of influence—that define the boundaries of possibility for the local system.
Farmers, manufacturers, and distributors (in the box to the immediate right)
supply the food for the local ecology, and what they offer and the practices they
use circumscribe possibilities within the local ecology. If, for instance, the local
food broker doesn’t offer veggie burgers (or doesn’t offer them at a reasonable
price; see Weaver-Hightower’s chapter, this volume), then the vegetarians in a
school will have more limited choices. The local ecology is also beholden to
North Dakota’s nutrition bureaucracy (just above the local box in the diagram),
for, in the United States, the states are in charge of administering the National
School Lunch Program (NSLP), a result of race politics and states’ rights politics
during the creation of the program (Levine, 2008). There are also state-level and
national groups that vie for policy attention, funding, and status, including the
School Nutrition Association (SNA) and its state branches, food industry groups
(e.g., Nestle, 2007; see also her chapter, this volume), citizen action groups, private foundations, and more.
At the federal level in the United States (in the upper right half of the figure), numerous institutions within and affiliated with the government have
dominion over school food programs and shape what cafeterias can and cannot do. These include the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which runs the
NSLP and coordinates a program of agricultural surplus commodities; the
Food and Drug Administration, which oversees food labeling and food safety;
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which does research and advising on food and wellness issues; and the Institutes of Medicine, which is a
major advisor to Congress on what nutritional requirements should be made
in the NSLP. Each of these institutions works inside multiple legislative
frameworks, including most directly the Farm Bill (see Imhoff, 2007), the
Child Nutrition Act, and the Richard Russell National School Lunch Act,
alongside other indirectly related legislation, including labor, civil rights, work
safety, food safety, health, education, and transportation laws. (For a comprehensive understanding of the U.S. context for school food, see Poppendieck,
2010.)
The transnational and international levels of the ecology (at the top and
the far sides of the figure) have perhaps fewer direct influences on the local
level in the United States than in other countries. Particularly in less developed countries that receive food aid, non-governmental organizations and
arms of the United Nations can be highly involved. World Bank and International Monetary Fund loans can put tight constraints on or even help create
meal systems in countries, often through structural adjustment policies that
direct particular policy and legislative reform (Paarlberg, 2010, Chapter 14;
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Phillips & Roberts, this volume). Even though the United States usually dictates such terms rather than being on the receiving end, local schools in the
United States are indeed influenced by international and transnational policy.
The World Trade Organization, particularly, has tremendous effect on agricultural policy, influencing subsidies and settling disputes over everything from
sugar to bananas. Most individuals in the United States, though, never notice
these influences.
Also partly outside and partly inside the local system are the environments
and structures and the processes that influence the local system. The media is
perhaps the most visible and influential of these (to the left of the local box in
the figure). One of us (Marcus) has been monitoring Google alerts to media
stories on school food (and its various synonyms) from around the world over
the past three years, and each day hundreds of stories in English alone appear.
There have also been high profile television shows and movies that have
brought the politics of food to the fore. Jamie Oliver, the British celebrity
chef, has spurred radical changes to school meals in the UK through his reality
show, Jamie’s School Dinners (Gilbert, 2005; see Weaver-Hightower, this volume), and he has garnered tremendous attention and an Emmy award for a
similar show in the United States, Jamie Oliver’s Food Revolution (Seacrest &
Smith, 2010). Other films about food, both in school and out, have brought
attention to food issues, such as Food, Inc. (Kenner, 2008) and Two Angry Moms
(Kalafa, 2007). High-profile books have also driven concerns, such as those by
Eric Schlosser (2001) and Michael Pollan (2006, 2008), and these general concerns about the industrial food system have filtered to and fed from school
food reform politics. And of course countless blogs and social media groups
have also publicized school food issues, such as Mrs. Q’s eco-stunt blog in
which she photographed and ate school lunches every day for a year (2009–10;
see http://fedupwithschoollunch.blogspot.com). All considered, this media
presence for school food politics has provided a fertile ground for reform efforts.
Other dynamics in the U.S. food environment are also acting as mainsprings for school food reform (see the “clouds” in the figure). Concerns over
obesity (cf., Obama, 2010; Oliver, 2006; Popkin, 2009), concerns over food
safety in schools (covered extensively in the newspaper U.S.A Today in 2009
and 2010; e.g., Eisler, Morrison, & DeBarros, 2009), high profile efforts during the Child Nutrition Act reauthorization to raise the reimbursement to
schools for lunches served, and concerns over the fate of the U.S. military’s
preparedness if school lunches don’t improve (Mission: Readiness, 2010) have
all brought school food politics to the front burner of the U.S. population’s
attention. Movements for progressive school food reform, in debates over
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what kids should eat, have struggled against strong currents of personal responsibility ideologies and anti-government sentiment. The culture of industrialized food in the United States—a nationalistic pride in the agricultural and
fast food innovations that have transported the “American Way” of life and
eating to the rest of the world—combines with the ideologies of personal responsibility and limited government to make criticizing the status quo of food
always controversial. Debates over food issues occur in individual schools just
as much as in the national forum, so Figure One’s single school in North Dakota is densely interconnected with the larger ecology when, for example,
teachers and cafeteria workers get together to discuss how to help kids who are
overweight by cutting out “junk” food from the cafeteria.
As this analysis illustrates, using an ecology metaphor for school food politics offers a means of moving researchers and practitioners alike toward
broader and deeper understandings of how we’ve come to this point in history
and of what the current context looks like. Yet one of the chief benefits of
such an approach is that it helps to focus strategy (see Robert and Kovalskys,
this volume).
[Ecology analysis] forces one to think about tactics in policy processes in a new,
multifocal way. It does so because the metaphor urges expansive thinking, an
understanding of interrelationships, and a view of policy as having broad impact.
To strategize in a system that one conceptualizes in this way—to be more
successful because one has such a perspective—means intervening in the policy process
at many points rather than agitating at one particular stage... (Weaver-Hightower,
2008, p. 162)

A policy ecology analysis urges the researcher to identify the influential actors,
to understand what relationships exist and must be dealt with or changed, and
what challenges reside in the environments and processes of any ecology.
These understandings are crucial if changes are to be made in school feeding,
as the contributors in Section Two attest.
Why Educators Should Take School Food Seriously
Some readers might still be wondering: Why food? Out of all the issues that
consume eductors—including privatization, urban reform, rural desperation,
standardized testing, achievement gaps, immigration, girls’ participation,
second language instruction, and teacher training—it might seem to some a
low priority to think about food.
There are clear reasons why food has often been overlooked in education,
just as it has been in the other humanities and social sciences. As Belasco
(2008, pp. 2–5) notes, academia has often ignored food, partly because it is of
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the body, an animalistic part of our existence; partly because it is associated
with the private sphere of females; and partly because of modern Western societies’ beliefs in “technological utopianism,” which hides the provenance of
our food behind a long chain of reformulation, fortification, and ideological
cleansing by advertising and other marketing (on this last point, see also Vileisis, 2008).
All of these reasons are true in educational research, as well, but education
also has unique reasons why food has been overlooked. First, learning and the
mind are often thought of as separated from the body, so nutrition is thought
of as irrelevant to the true mission of schooling. Also, food is often considered
utilitarian rather than integral, something that must be done (sometimes
grudgingly) when you keep kids for seven or eight hours. Third, school food, if
it is seen as vital, is often thought of as purely health oriented, an issue for
nutrition rather than academics or socialization. Finally, school food is often
overlooked because it is the butt of jokes or the target for vilification (think of
popular culture’s stereotypic, corpulent “lunch lady” with her hairnet, bad
attitude, and exaggeratedly grotesque food); it is not hard to see why educators
and researchers would overlook and marginalize a topic of such abjection,
leaving it for nutritionists or public health officials to explore.
Despite these reasons for being overlooked, we argue that school food is a
crucial topic to consider for educators, policymakers, researchers, and citizens,
not one that should be pushed off the radar until all the other problems of
education are fixed. Instead, there are specific reasons why educators and researchers should care about food issues in schools, for food issues are interconnected with the other, more obvious issues of social and educational
reform.
First among these reasons is that school food impacts students’ health. The
pioneers of school feeding in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
advocated for school feeding for health reasons, though they were concerned
about malnutrition and a lack of calories (Levine, 2008). Now the concern is
obesity. U.S. childhood obesity has tripled since 1980, with 9.5% of infants
and toddlers and 16.9% of children ages 2 to 19 considered obese (Ogden,
Carroll, Curtin, Lamb, & Flegal, 2010). Obesity also has a heavy economic
toll, accounting for US$147 billion in health care in 2008, a full 10% of all
medical spending (Finkelstein, Trogdon, Cohen, & Dietz, 2009). Yet despite
its importance, myopic focus on obesity can erase equally important health
considerations, including malnutrition, exposure to pesticides and food additives, allergies, and even the positive contributions of micro- and macronutrients supplied by school meals. For educators, researchers, and policymakers,
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these issues should be addressed because they can play a big factor in students’
abilities to learn and their long-term potential for success.
Similarly, school food can play an important role in students’ academic achievement. Many studies suggest that whether—especially—and what students eat influences their attainment of and success in schooling (e.g., Taras, 2005),
perhaps even more than it influences health (Hinrichs, 2010). Belot and James
(2009), for example, considered the impact of healthier food provision in
Greenwich, England, the borough that participated in Jamie Oliver’s above
mentioned campaign for fresh, whole foods in schools. The authors concluded
that Oliver’s campaign resulted in substantial improvements in literacy and
science tests alongside decreased absenteeism. The School Food Trust (2009),
as another example, found that, in English schools that overhauled their food
and their dining environments, students were more on-task than control
group students. If we are concerned about student learning, food is thus not a
distraction but can be an integral factor in improvement.
Third, school food impacts teaching and administration. Most obviously, teachers and principals also eat the food, making them subject to health and cognitive impacts, too. Many schools profit from food sales, as well; vending
machines and soft drink pouring rights contracts (see Nestle, 2007, Chapter 9)
often fund key school programs, and administrators are loathe to give these
funds up, whatever the potential health consequences (see also Phillips &
Roberts, this volume). Yet school meals provision is also a commitment of
time and labor, often adding to educators’ existing work inside the classroom,
their work outside the classroom advocating for food, or in some cases the
work they do serving the food to children (see also Robert and Kovalskys, this
volume). One principal that Marcus interviewed, for example, spent her first
year as a principal crying nearly every day, not over student learning or teacher
development, but over the problems of noise and behavior in the cafeteria.
Overlooking food, and thus such pressures, leads us to misunderstand the
contexts of schools and those who run them.
The fourth reason to attend to school food is that students learn about food
from schools. Some of this learning is from the “official” curriculum—family and
domestic sciences courses, nutrition lessons, and so on—but much learning
about food also comes from the “hidden curriculum” (Jackson, 1968). Using
food for manipulatives or art projects (like the iconic macaroni necklace), for
example, may teach students to think that food is for play, not valuable, and
acceptable to waste. For children with lives marred by hunger, such uses of
food are deeply troubling and disrespectful (Hannon, 2006). At the very least,
children are taught the value, uses, and customs of food in the cafeteria (see
DeLeon, this volume). In the United States, school cafeterias can perhaps best
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be seen as laboratories for “McDonaldization” (Ritzer, 1993), where efficiency,
calculability, predictability, and control of both labor and customers are preeminent concerns. But McDonaldization isn’t just a metaphor. About 35.5%
of U.S. school districts offer fast food-branded foods (School Nutrition Association, 2009). Domino’s pizza is most prevalent, being served in about 26% of
all U.S. school districts. In larger districts, urban areas where fast food is already omnipresent outside schools, this increases to 50.5%. And more than
the food follows the fast food model. The median time students have for
lunch is 25 minutes in elementary and 30 minutes in middle and high
schools, though some schools have lunches as short as twenty minutes, barely
enough time to get food much less savor it. Students, while they rush through
their meal, are also subjected daily to a “total advertising environment” in the
cafeteria (Molnar, Boninger, Wilkinson, & Fogarty, 2009), with ads pushing
energy drinks, candy, the military, milk, and more. While not the same in all
cafeterias, massive numbers of American children are being trained to eat fast
food or fast-food lookalikes in a fast-food environment. Educators and communities have good reason to pay attention to what children are learning
about food (see Lalonde, this volume), for these lessons can follow students
throughout their lives.
Fifth, school food is a window into identity and culture, important facets of
students’ lives that are important for educators, researchers, and policymakers
to understand. To build on Brillat-Savarin’s you-are-what-you-eat quip noted
earlier, food establishes who we are in gendered, sexualized, raced, and ethnic
senses, and who we are through food has social consequences (Bourdieu,
1984). Ludvigsen and Scott (2009) provide a compelling example. In the English schools they studied, both children and adults saw strict divisions between
foods appropriate for children (“junk” food) and those appropriate for adults
(“healthy” food); in the children’s view, “To eat healthy food was almost
viewed as a rejection of the intrinsic meaning of being a child” (pp. 426–427).
Perhaps more importantly, the students interviewed made consistent prejudgments about the gender, social class, and identity of people who might
consume the kinds of food the interviewers presented; particular foods were
for particular kinds of people. The children used this acute sense of food and
identity, the authors concluded, as a kind of “social camouflage” to fit in or to
avoid bullying. Educators would do well to understand such food cultures in
schools, for social relations are in part based on these cultures.
School food also impacts the environment and animals. The food distributed in
schools often has traveled great distances from farm to plate, using massive
amounts of fossil fuels in the process. Combined with the fuel used to refrigerate, freeze, cook, and keep it warm, school food uses vast energy resources,
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and all has an impact on the environment. Animal production, too, creates
enormous environmental impacts, with confined animal feeding operations
producing tremendous quantities of methane and manure runoff, not to mention introducing staggering quantities of antibiotics into the food supply and
environment (e.g., Canell & Remerowski, 2005; Pollan, 2006). Perhaps more
importantly, the mass production of meat can introduce unimaginable cruelties for the animals themselves (e.g., Monson, 2005; Psihoyos, 2009; Simon &
Teale, 2009; DeLeon, this volume).
Seventh, school food deserves scrutiny because it is big business. According
to the SNA (2008), schools in the United States serve nearly seven billion
meals each year, including lunch and breakfast. U.S. primary and secondary
schools’ retail sales equivalent is US$15.9 billion, making it 15% of noncommercial food service or 2.5% of all U.S. food service and restaurant sales.
Again, though, lunch and breakfast are not the totality of food sold in schools.
About 11.5% of the $22.05 billion vending market comes from schools and
colleges, as well (Maras, 2009). School stores, canteens, and fundraising—from
chocolate bars to bake sales—also generate billions of dollars (Center for Science in the Public Interest, 2007). These giant sums are quite attractive to
food manufacturers, of course, particularly since schools are a relatively stable
source of income, less subject to the volatility of other food markets; in fact, as
one school food broker told Marcus, when the economy goes down more kids
eat school meals. Schools are also corporations’ prime targets for getting children to try new products, view advertising, and develop brand loyalty. Educators, policymakers, and researchers should thus watch carefully what impacts
this has on students, schools, and communities.
Finally, school food impacts social justice, a crucial reason to move it from the
margins to the center of educational thought. Put simply, food practices are a
means of social reproduction, oppression, and resistance. As Sandler (this volume) suggests, who is fed, who does the feeding, what is served, where and
when, are all questions of importance in looking at school food. The histories
of school food in countries around the world, from the United States (Levine,
2008) to England (Berger, 1990) to South Korea (Kang, this volume), are filled
with events that pitted social groups against one another and saw struggles for
justice and recognition for groups that had been marginalized because of race,
gender, social class, and more.
Hunger, of course, remains perhaps the major social justice issue connected to school food globally. Nearly one billion people suffer from food insecurity worldwide (FAO, 2010), and according to the World Food
Programme (http://documents.wfp.org/stellent/groups/public/documents/
newsroom/wfp199570.pdf), around 66 million children in developing coun-
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tries attend school hungry daily. Programs to reach these children struggle to
provide even rudimentary nutrition, and not because the world produces insufficient calories (e.g., Patel, 2007). One need not travel to Africa or Asia to
find hunger, though. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s latest food security report (Nord, Andrews, & Carlson, 2009) estimates that nearly 15% of
U.S. households—17 million families—had their access to food limited some
time during the year by insufficient financial or other resources. This figure is
the highest since statistics were first collected in 1995, and record numbers of
children are qualifying for free and reduced-price meals (Eisler & Weise,
2009). This represents a key social justice concern because particular students
and communities are bearing the brunt of food insecurity. Clearly, if we are
concerned with social justice, food politics must be attended to. For educators,
researchers, and policymakers, this requires viewing school food as one of the
central facets of school reform alongside welfare policies, transportation policies, health policies, and more (Anyon, 2005). That is precisely how the contributors to this volume view school food.
Overview of the Chapters
Using a broad view of school food as a policy ecology influenced not only the
contributors but also our selection of essays for this volume. The contributors
speak from and about various positions within the larger ecology, representing a
diverse range of national contexts, professions, reform ideas, and political
stances. While some contributors might disagree on fundamental questions—
like the ethics of eating meat or the relative roles of government versus
individuals in creating reform—all are united in a sense that deep changes are
both required and possible. All also speak from a deep knowledge of the
complexities of the ecologies they work within.
The authors in Section One look qualitatively at various international
contexts, showing the intricacies of the locations and their struggles with
school food reforms, often through cases that extrapolate to a national scale.
In Chapter One, Jen Sandler lays out the core social justice question at the
heart of critical school food reform. This is, in her words, “Who feeds whom
what, how, and for what purpose?” She then breaks this question down, piece by
piece, as a means of examining the role of after-school feeding programs in the
urban United States. Examining specifically the work of an organization she
calls the Coalition for Local Initiatives, Sandler is able to unsettle dominant
discourses of the deficient, poor urban parent, taking us instead inside the
struggles communities wage to provide healthy and just food. She does so to
ask us to “pay attention to the details of reform, and to be aware of how re-
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form agendas to respond to conditions of urban poverty shape our ideas about
the urban poor.”
In Chapter Two, Marcus Weaver-Hightower examines cases of school food
reform organizations in three countries: Australia, England, and the United
States. He first gives the history of each country’s school meals service and
then turns to explore the cases of, respectively, the Healthy Kids Association,
the School Food Trust, and the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine. These cases, when synthesized, show the similarly tenuous and highly
political nature of trying to reform school food across these Anglophone countries. Common themes include the need to think ecologically, the centrality of
money, the importance of marketing and research, and the need to work cooperatively with industry.
In Chapter Three, Kristin Phillips and Daniel Roberts present their historical and ethnographic work on school cultivation in the East African nation
of Tanzania. While in current discourses the school garden is often presented
as a positive force to increase food knowledge and healthy eating (e.g., Waters,
2008), Phillips and Roberts remind us that in developing countries gardening
and farming can sometimes be exploitative, too, with the labor of students
used for the gain of school personnel. They urge readers and international aid
organizations to reexamine notions of food sovereignty and food security, suggesting that these discourses overlook many of the dynamics that create hunger in developing countries.
In Chapter Four, Sarah Robert and Irina Kovalskys focus on a vexing
problem in Argentina (one that many societies face): the simultaneous occurrence of hunger and obesity within groups facing poverty and food insecurity.
The authors create dialogue between the qualitative understandings of educators in schools (Robert) and the quantitative understandings of public health
professionals working to establish the epidemiology around food and nutrition (Kovalskys). Often, they say, these two groups work at cross purposes, as if
these problems were unconnected. They call for urgent cooperation between
groups who are ultimately working to the same end. Cooperation of actors is
all the more urgent, they argue, in the wake of economic crisis.
In Chapter Five, Mi Ok Kang provides a detailed history of the politics of
providing universally free school meals to students in South Korea. She traces
the movements and discourses that have worked through electoral politics in
the 1990s and 2000s. It is a story that incorporates complexities of finance,
competing ideologies of government’s roles, food safety scares, struggles by
citizens and politicians alike, and the tense interconnections between levels of
administration. In the end, Kang shows a hopeful and progressive result in
recent elections that have put universally free meals within reach.
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Section Two of the collection moves away from national contexts and organizations, focusing instead on local contexts or on major ideas that have
defined recent school food reform. Chapters in this section provide theoretical
explorations of how things have come to be, rationales for fundamental
changes, and, often, firsthand accounts from those who have been on the
front lines of making reform happen.
In Chapter Six, Marion Nestle makes a persuasive case for why school
food should be a “hot button issue.” Nestle’s focus is on the precarious position of the United States Department of Agriculture, caught between the students they feed, the farmers they are tasked to serve, and the industries that
revolt at any suggestion that students “eat less” of anything. She argues that
the public’s and the government’s focus needs to shift, assuring children a
space in schools where “their needs come first—not their future as consumers.”
In Chapter Seven, Catherine Lalonde describes her challenges in creating
a cooking class for African American and Latino teenagers at an urban community’s youth center, which she calls Prospect Clubhouse. Lalonde outlines
her program, based on critical pedagogy tenets, which sought to teach the
youth at the club both cooking skills and new ways of thinking about the messages they encounter about food. Hers is a venture that sought to interrupt the
increasing reliance on processed, grab-and-go food, a reliance that deskills
communities to the detriment of their health.
In Chapter Eight, Doug Davis, Dana Hudson, and members of the Burlington School Food Project outline the multifaceted program that Burlington, Vermont, public schools have implemented to incorporate more fresh,
locally produced foods. They describe the many ways they have sought to accomplish this, including farm-to-school initiatives, a community supported
bakery program, and involving students and community members in competitions, note card sales, and volunteering opportunities. Davis and coauthors lay
out the ups and downs of all this work, showing concretely how success is
achievable given effort, cooperation, and the proper supports.
In Chapter Nine, Abraham DeLeon gives readers a postmodern examination of the school cafeteria, particularly its role in encouraging the mass consumption of meat. Taking an animal liberationist perspective, DeLeon urges a
rethinking of the spatial practices that reproduce the oppression of nonhuman
animals, a dynamic—which he likens to “fascism”—that ultimately supports
other forms of oppression among humans (colonialism, racism, sexism, and
more). He poses a response to this oppression based in anarchism, “relying on
communities that subscribe to some sort of communal or social justice paradigm to solve social problems for themselves” rather than relying on the state
to act to end the oppression.
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In Chapter Ten, our Coda, we editors revisit the aims of the compilation
and synthesize the major themes that we have come to understand from the
cases the other chapters present. These understandings urge us all, we argue,
toward healthier horizons in school food.
We also include an appendix of suggested websites providing research, resources, recipes, and curricula on school food. These are intended as supplemental information for policymakers, educators, child nutrition professionals,
and citizens who want to make reforms toward healthier, more just food provision in schools.
It is our fervent hope that, taken together, the chapters in this volume illuminate for readers the complexities of school food and the politics that seem
to perennially swirl around it. In putting this collection together, we have tried
to show the diversities of feeding schemes and their challenges. It is easy sometimes, in the face of complexity and interdependency, to feel overwhelmed, as
if there is too much to do and too many layers to fight against. Rather than
the urge toward paralysis, though, we hope that readers will find some inspiration and guidance from the many cases presented in the chapters here. The
contributors show just a few of the many ways that committed actors across
these varied ecologies have bravely and creatively tackled needed reforms. We
hope that their work energizes and informs readers because, in the end, it is
social justice and human rights work to provide nourishment and education
to the children of the world.
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